25 Superhero Questions
Salespeople are masters at answering the basic
questions, like “how would you sell me this pencil?” or
“What animal describes you?” if you ask generic
questions, you will get generic answers; and you will not
get any closer in your search. Real behavioral questions,
in contrast, will take a deep dive into the candidate’s
character. The following 25 behavioral questions are
aligned with the inside sales superhero’s qualities:
1.

Intellectual curiosity: How do you get customers to talk about their
business priorities?

2.

Hunger: Can you describe an instance where you managed to progress a
stalled deal? Please explain the personal energy on your part over an extended period of time.

3.

Strong writer: Give me an example of your messaging on an outbound
campaign. What would your email look like—subject line, LinkedIn group
follow- up, and twitter?

4.

Clear and succinct explanations: Describe how you explain complex
issues so that others find them easy to understand. Can I hear an
example?

5.

Persuasive: How do you know your line of thought convinces a
customer?

6.

Collaboration: What do you deliberately do to promote a sense of team
spirit and encourage collaboration in your current/previous job?

7.

Financial Acumen: Can you talk about a time you successfully pushed
through a price increase?

8.

Intrepid, fast-moving: Describe a time when you had to quickly move
through something. What did you do?

9.

Momentum: What’s your ideal work environment: one in which you can
work on several dynamic projects at one time or one in which you can
work on one task at a time through completion?

10.

Laser focus: How do you personally stay focused while working in an
environment that has many distractions? How can you keep others
focused?

11.

Tenacity: Can you tell me about a situation where you pushed yourself
and others to achieve an important goal? What was the outcome?

12.

Objection rebound: What is your stress reliever? how do you rebound
from stress?

13.

Solid partnerships: How do you build consensus for everyone involved in
the sale?
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14.

Precise and analytical: What do you feel is the difference between an
analytical approach to problem solving and a creative approach? Do you
use one approach more than another?

15.

Coachability: What type of coaching have you received in the past? What
was the outcome?

16.

Competitive: Can you give me an example of a time when you were
competing for a job or a deal? How did you gain a competitive advantage?

17.

Navigators: How do you handle gatekeepers to gain access to busy
decision- makers? Do they help you or keep you out?

18.

Team players: What do think makes a good team player? Would you
describe yourself this way? How do you deal with those who are not?

19.

Digital influence: What is your method for approaching influencers who
have a high social clout score? What is your digital engagement strategy?

20.

Customer 2.0-centric: How do you stay connected to customers who
may want you to stay away and who regard the phone as a rude
interruption?

21.

Fearless of hierarchies: How do you adjust your sales pitch to different
audiences?

22.

High Tool IQ: What tool has added the most efficiency/effectiveness to
your work?

23.

Savvy Marketers: What’s the extent of your marketing knowledge? At
what point do you put your marketing hat on?

24.

Trustworthy: What is it about you that your customers trust? How do you
establish rapport and trust?

25.

Winning: If losing an opportunity isn’t an option, how do you stay focused
and create a win-win strategy?
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